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Preface

In the 2003 issue ofy4 Near Miss, The University of South

Carohna Spartanburg proudly presents the works of young artists

and writers from high schools across the upstate. Their poetry,

fiction, and visual art demonstrate not only creative talent, but also

wisdom, honesty, courage, and humor.

Each piece of work selected for publication underwent

rigorous editorial scrutiny and was chosen from among thousands

of submissions. Congratulations to each student whose talent and

hard work are showcased in this edition.

Congratulations are also due elsewhere: much of the credit

for the level of quality of the work appearing in A Near Miss must

be attributed to the teachers who instruct, motivate, and inspire

their gifted students. We thank them for their dedication and

enthusiasm.

Marilyn Knight

Editor
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First Place Poetry

Grief

He sat outside for days

shoveling dirt,

spoonful after spoonful,

into his gaping mouth.

It began after the ceremony,

when everyone was inside

mourning over cakes and coffee.

At first, I was the only witness

as he fell onto his knees

ruining his rented suit.

With trembling hands,

he caressed the earth

she had cultivated.

The spoon that came from

his left pocket

was small

with a hard plastic handle

shaped like a bear.

He began to weep as he

plunged the spoon

into the topsoil.

Speechlessly, I watched him

begin to take her back.

Lixee Goforth

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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First Place Art

Untitled

Erin Scheajfer

Spartanburg High School

Nancy Harrison
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First Place Fiction

And the Shadows Were Eminent

When the sun slowly creeps through my window, making that tri-

angle cascade effect like it's running to my bed to attack, that's when I prepare

myself to be alone for another day. The light finally pierces my eyes, I squint

and run to pull the blinds down and hold back the tears. Day. Useless,

obnoxious, it's revolting.

This room is all I have left, all I have left but don't really want.

White walls, white sheets, white blinds (I don't mind the blinds as long as

they keep out the light), and in the bathroom there is white tile, white sink,

white toothbrush and toothpaste, a white towel, and a sliding door with that

rain effect because I'm not allowed to have a curtain. They're afraid I might

do something with it. What that something is I can't be sure. All I'm certain

is that they think I'm capable of doing more that I let on, and I think they

believe I'm crazy.

They used to let me have pencils and paper so I could write. They

took the pencils away though, because I tried to shade in all the white. I hid

the paper under my mattress. It's the recycled kind so it has bits oflunch bags

and flowers in it. I like to look at them when I feel bad. The paper's not

white so it makes me happy.

Someone's knocking on my door now and I don't want to let them

in. But they're the orderlies and even if you say, please don't come in! they

can come in, because the doors don't have locks. They say my name singsong

sweetly, am I up yet. Yes, I'm up. I don't sleep and you know that. I hide

under the covers when they turn the knob, the fluorescent light from the

hallways are the essence of insanity. I can feel them looking at me, just star-

ing at the lump beneath the sheets. Probably laughing at me and I have to

tell them to shut the door.

I hear it click and I creep out of my hiding place. Today I've got

Meredith. She always smiles and I always have to look away because it's so

bright. She tells me the therapist will come to my room in an hour so maybe

I should get dressed and make myself "presentable". I glare at her and she

almost stops smiling. She closes the door and I'm alone again.

I walk into the bathroom and look into the tiny mirror that's bolted

to the wall. The soft parts under my eyes are almost black because I don't
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sleep. But I don't even get tired anymore. The most I'm going to do for this

therapist is wash my hair. Done and done, I put on my Sunday's best which

consists of a darkly colored jogging suit.

I make myself comfortable curled in a ball in a corner of my bed

and wish I could just stay like that, warm and unafraid.

Later the therapist is knocking at my door and he's got an experi-

enced voice and hands that feel like paper because he's getting old and they've

been washed too many times. He doesn't singsong sweetly say my name, he

sounds tired when he says it. No one likes to say my name with affection. I

don't answer him but he comes in anyway. With two folding chairs, his

notebook, and a shoe box.

He asks how I am on this beautiful Friday morning, and how do

you think I am, I say. I say I feel wonderful and glorious and I want to frolic

in the goddamned pansies.

He almost smiles and tells me sarcasm will not get me out of here

any sooner. What exactly will get me out of here sooner, I ask.

He sighs and moves past me to the center of the room where he

unfolds both chairs and sits in one with his notebook open and ready to note

any observations. He tells me to sit in the other chair. I do because what else

is there. He wants to know if I've been sleeping since we last spoke, and of

course I haven't slept, if I sleep there will be no one to pull the blinds when

morning comes. He tells me that when it's night I leave the shades up, what

about the stars? I have to explain that the starts we see aren't really there.

Isn't it dark when you close your eyes? And sleep? It's dark when I

sleep.

This old dying man talks to me like a child and his hands are ner-

vous, I can tell. He's unhappy, he's ugly, he has bright teeth, he thinks I'm

stupid.

I dream in light, I say. The ignorant dream in black and white and

the curious dream in color, I dream in light. It's blinding and when you

wake up you see it and it eats at your soul, it eats at your insides and you

never stop seeing it.

Do you see it now?

I see darkness now. I don't sleep and don't dream. The only light I

see is the white substitute this place forces upon me.

I have a small flashlight in this box. He says my name again, dirt

and hatred. I have a small flashlight in this box and I want you to hold it.

I grab it from him and it's light, it doesn't have any batteries. He
tells me to turn it on and I stare at him. I hand it back and tell him to turn

it on. He presses the button and I wonder what kind of psychiatry this is.
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He makes me angry and I tell him to leave. Leave, would you? He

stands up without hesitation and picks up his chairs and box and notebook

and I cover my eyes tight while he opens the door.

I can hear him talking to the people outside and I hear words like

deranged and worn, and I wonder when this became their business.

He's gone now and I sit in that corner of my bed, gripping my side

with one hand and tracing the grass and petals of my paper with the other.

I shut my eyes so tight because no one can see you in the dark and

no one can hurt you in the dark and no one can find you in the dark and I'm

alone.

And I like it this way.

Tera Rolander

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Second Place Poetry

Forgive Me Father, for I Have Sinned

I drowned You in the Baptismal font

And shrouded Your hymns in my bloody altars Eucharist.

I took my body and divulged it to the masses.

Wafered myself as a sacrament.

My prayers were damned words, sparsed by Your name

In paradoxical anguish.

I knelt by your people- filled windows and shattered

Them all, in my self-proclaimed maryterdom.

Your pages were fodder for my cynicism.

To plow my fields with six beds of hot coals,

And for wiry hatred, long having taken root,

To entangle itself in a downward spiral, chasing hell.

I devirginized my rites

I sacrificed my psalms

I crucified my prayers

I resurrected my hopes

And found sanctuary in Your Forgiveness.

Anne Aimers

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Second Place Poetry

Falling

The question is always the same,

no matter how extreme or

casual; as long as there is

some sort of height (spiral staircase,

Juliet's balcony, a human pyramid),

you ask yourself,

What would happen ifIfell?

We are inclined to think morbidly.

We love to imagine our funeral procession

and our first grade teacher's response

when flipping through the obituaries: "She was

such 2i good ^ii\''

And for three seconds you want to feel

the release, the intimacy with God
that psalms and incense

can't give you,

and you tell yourself that ifyou did it

—

and now you are really tempted

—

you would fall backwards

so you could look up.

MaggieJohnston

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Second Place Art

One Good Turn

Ben Sloan

Dorman High School

Susan West
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Second Place Fiction

Goats from Geddon
"Faith, Hope, and Love:

the greatest of these is Love."

1 Corinthians 13:13

We lakked to call it the saved corner of the classroom. It was me,

Randal, Moe, un Bailey. You could always tell we was the only fellas that had

found God in the whole damm classroom. There was this retard kid in the

front of the class that said some of the stupidest bullcrap you'd ever hear at

Geddon High School. And don git me started on Jason Watson. Gayson

Fatson he was! We used to give that bastard hell! All he'd ever do is just sit

ov'ere in his corner and talk about politics and philosophy—bullcrap, just

like that other kid. All them others wasn saved either. You could tell. They

just went bout their lives without ever thinkin bout what really matters

—

God.

Well, one day er another—I don quite know how we got to talkin

bout it, but we started talkin bout Heaven un Hell. This one kid asked if

somebody went to Hell when they killed themselves, an you shoulda heard

Bailey go! "Hell yeah, they go! It's in the Bible! Just like them damm faggots!

Just lakk Sodom and Gomorrah—buuuussschhh! Straight to Hell!" I damm
near fell outa my seat I was laughin so hard! He was right though. That

bastard Gayson's was gon git what he deserved one day. Him talkin all that

blasphemy. I was gon laugh my head offwhen that happened too!

You know, he was rite fond of mythology too. All that Greek and

Roman shit. He knows just bout everything bout it. See, that's what I just

don git. Why should anybody waste their time learning bullcrap bout a

buncha stupid gods and places that never existed. It's crap. Made him think

bout crap that don matter. He was lakk, "They thought they was right too."

Blasphemy. I was gon laugh. . . I was gon laugh like hell.

We all stuck together—the saved boys. We used to have a time

walkin around in downtown Geddon. The only bad part of doin it though

was the damm sinners we'd see damm near everywhere. Lakk right outside

King's Diner there was this bum, an you could just look in his eyes and see

Satan. I was kinda curious what all that bastard musta done to have been

punished by the Lord lakk he was. We all knew that he deserved it though.
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Sometimes we would show him what a sinner he was. Lakk when Randal

carried out a plate a pork to him and squatted right in front of him over by

the wall he sits near. Randal said, "Damm, this crap tastes good. But I'm full

as hell. You want this Justin? Moe? Bailey? Well damm, what am I gon do

with it? I know! I can feed it to my dogs. I bet them boys ain ate in a while."

An then we left him. You shoulda seen that beggin bastard's face! Serves him

right. Lakk I always say, the Lord don punish nobody for no reason. It's the

truth too. God knows what the hell that man done to git where he is.

We really need to just git rid a people lakk him somehow. Just lakk

that ho-mo-sexual man down the street from King's Diner. He's the biggest

faggot in all of Geddon. Everybody knows it. And you'd think that if you

was the biggest faggot in town you'd leave all of the righteous people alone

—

lakk you wouldn talk to us and crap. But that same day that we was leaving

the diner, feeling all good cause ofwhat we done, that damm faggot (lakk I

would know his name) spoiled it for us. He was out rakin leaves when we

came walkin by. I guess he saw Moe carrying that sick pack a soda that we got

from the diner, cause outa nowhere he said "Hey! I'll pay you for one of those

drinks. I'm awful thirsty—so damm hot and all." Lakk hell Moe did anything

for that bastard. Lakk hell. So we just ignored him. You know it's exactly

what the Lord woulda done—damm them ho-mo-sexuals.

Them was just two freaky things that happened that week. Lakk

Bailey said, "There's some freaky shit ploppin in the outhouse." There was

too. That week, the people up in Mt. Matthew had to come down into

Geddon: something bout earthquakes. I never thought that Mt. Matthew

was that far away, but some strangers come into town talking about the damage

that had been done up'ere. We hadn't felt a thing down here in the valley.

Freaky times. Hundreds of people from Matthew's Haven—that's the only

town on the mountain... worth speakin of anyway—had fled into Geddon

for shelter. Their homes had been devastated, and the ones that survived the

quakes didn have no power or runnin water. I imagine I woulda up and left

too. But over 200 people? Geddon wasn big enough for the folks it already

had—you couldn avoid bumpin into faggots and bums as it was. So you can

imagine how crowded it got with 200-somethin more people in it. Hell. All

out motels was filled up. You couldn git a room nowhere. Some of the

mountain people decided to keep on movin into the next town. But you

gotta realize, Geddon County was out in the middle of nowhere. The next

town was a good ways on down the road. A lot of them strangers couldn go

that far. They had farms and such that they had to tend to—else they would

really be up the creek. There wasn too many rich folk in the area.

So, when all them rooms was gone, them strangers would set up
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tent somewhere or just sleep on the ground. You had to be careful not to let

any ofem sleep on your land. You had to keep a close watch. In fact, I think

me, Randal, Moe, un Bailey all had to chase some people off at least once

durin the week. We was at my house watching TV. once that week, and a

couple ofem actually asked me to let em stay in my house! What the hell was

wrong with them people? You just don put a fella out lakk et. So, we all

chased em offwith old Billy. That's my dad's gun. It was kinda fun watchin

em scramble away. We wasn actually gon shoot at em or nothin. We was no

murderers, we was just, doin what the Lord woulda done. I'm sure them

people all deserved to have their homes destroyed. The earthquake was no

accident, I tell you. It was the hand of God punishin sinners.

Later that same week, on Sunday, the freaky crap continued. That

morning, I suddenly heard alota yellin and crap from down the street. I ran

out to see what was goin down. I met Randal and them on the way—they'd

heard it too. By the time we got there it was all over. There was still some

people lakk us lookin on to see what had happened, but the fight itselfwas

over—the interestin part. There was old Gayson Fatson: lyin as nekkid as a

scaled fish. From what we was told, he had let a buncha fellas stay at his

house the night before—strangers from the mountain. They'd damm near

robbed him blind when he an his folks waked up. He an his old man had

went out lookin for em, to ask for their crap back. Seems as Jason ov'ere had

found em first, and they didn lakk him questionin their honor. They sure

had done him over good. Even took his clothes.

Bailey stepped up forward and said, "Ain none ofyou gon do nothin?

Look at this bastard!"

After a while, ol Mrs. McLashop said, "I got some spare clothes of

my husbands I can git for him. Hang on a minute."

"Lakk hell we will!" Bailey said to her. She was a nice ol woman and

you could tell she tried hard, but you can't be nice to them blasphemers like

Jason. I didn know exactly how to tell er that, but Bailey found my words for

me. "Gayson got what he deserved—the Lord saw to that. Far be it for us to

question his judgement. We'll take him down to sheriff's. Indecent exposure's

a crime in these parts."

So we all dragged Gayson—who was still out cold—down to the

sheriff's and told that we had found him streakin through town and that we

had knocked him to the ground. The sheriff thanked us an placed Jason in a

cell. He was comin to as the sheriff was talking to us. He looked up at us.

Damm, he looked lakk hell! We hadn't noticed how bruised he was till now.

His body was damm near all purple! The sheriffsaid he had somethin he had
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to check on, and he walked out. Gayson sat up a httle and asked us to find

his dad in town and git him to come to the prison. "Lakk hell we will!" I said.

"Lakk hell!" We all walked out laughin lakk hell and feelin good bout ourselves.

One more sinner in jail means one less runnin on the outside, I always say.

That made our weekend. We was all kinda hopin that that

blasphemer wotild still be in jail come next week so we wouldn have to put

up with him in school, but sho nufF, come Monday, he was sittin across the

classroom. I've never understood why good things happen to bad people.

That bastard shoulda sat in jail for a least a couple of days.

That's when it happened. I guess it was kinda the school's fault,

bein unprepared and all. But earthquakes was just so unheard of in our neck

of the woods. Maybe we should even blame them strangers from the

mountains. I betcha God was still trying to git them sinners since they fled

from Matthew's Haven and all. WTioever's fault it was, it happened. Right in

the middle of that damm class with all the sinners. We was talkin about John

Keynes I think, and I saw Bailey's drink start ripplin. "WTiat the hell?" But it

was too late. We heard damm near the loudest noise you ever heard, and the

walls seemed to shift and lean. "Dear God!" I heard one of them sinners say.

They always try to turn it all round at the last second, you know. But it was

too late for that too. Cause right then, the ceiling tumbled down with a

thud. That kinda thud you might hear in your nightmares when you're fallin

off a cliff—right when you wake up, when you hit the ground. That kinda

thud.

We was all kinda confiised at the time. I guess you could say some

more than others, but we was all a little mixed up. We figured out where we

was before too long though. The judgement. WTiere God tosses all of the

sinners into eternal Hell to cry and gnash their teeth—just lakk the Bible

says. We was all there, even the teacher. I'll never forget the looks of that

place. Nine tall pillars that shined as bright at them stars, but there was no

lights to make em shine from what we could tell. They was all around us to

hold up this dome that was just as shiny. There was nine arches from where

the gaps between the pillars met the ceiling. Beyond that was darkness. Pure

darkness, too. Not that kinda outdoors at night dark, but dark like there was

really nothin there. It was kinda scary. And nobody was sayin shit. Them

sinners was more scared than we were—like a buncha lost sheep. Finally the

silence was broken. "Welcome." I stepped aside so I could see and there was

this tall. . . well. . . nothingness is about the best way I can describe it. It was

there, but it wasn really there. I was kinda surprised I didn notice it earlier,
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but me, Moe, Bailey, un Randal was all sorta blockin each others view of the

thing, if that makes since. It was between us and the rest of the class, and

they had all already seen it. It slowly began to become a person—both male

and female and neither all at the same time. Its voice matched its looks, and

I stilldon quite know what to think it was. But at least now we all had a face

of some sorts to look at while it spoke. It was facing out, with us on its left

and the others on its right. It was then that we knew. We had already been

judged. Moe was kinda surprised at all the people that was goin to Hell on

the other side. He thought that at least maybe one ofthem quiet ones woulda

made it to Salvation, but we all sure did call it good on Gayson Fatson. He

was ov'ere with all them others, and we felt good. Without lookin at any of

us, the thing said, "Your faith has done you well, and now you will all get

what you deserve." Hell yeah. Hell yeahl It was time. It was time for me to

laugh like hell. Gayson was finally gon git it. The thing looked at us: "You

four go in the gateway directly behind you, and the rest of you go in the

gateway behind you on the opposite side of the floor. Fare ye well, all of

you!" And just lakk et, the thing was gone. It didn disappear, or vanish, or

poof, or nothin lakk et. It was just gone—it seemed as if it had never been

there to begin with.

I looked at the gateway past them sinners, and strangely, it had the

work 'Elysium" written on the arch. I swear that wasn there when we had

first gotten there. I guessed that it was some fancy word for Hell, I had just

never heard it before. I looked back to our gateway. In the same freaky writin

it had the word 'Tartarus' written on it. I guess there's alot I'm gon learn once

I'm on the other side of that gate. Tartarus un Elysium, Heaven un Hell: I

don guess it really mattered much what they was called. All that mattered

was that we was finally gon git our reward, and they was gon git their

punishment. We all turned toward our gate. I guess you could say we was

sho nuff ready for this moment. "Have fun in Hell!" I laughed as I followed

my four fella Christians into the gateway. At the last second, I turned and

looked at Gayson Fatson one last time. I couldn laugh though. I felt good,

but after all this time of lookin forward to it, I just couldn laugh. But I sure

did smile as I turned away from that bastard: into my future—my destiny

—

my reward.

John Holt

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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Third Place Poetry

cardboard cutouts

the cuff of a blue jacket snags a

branch attached to the skeleton

of a dead tree that silhouettes the

cemetery sky as a breeze through

a sunroof ruins the mystery of

a young woman's hair, the

sounds through the cheap car

speakers fill her core and send

a cold October pain to

her jaw as the man
next to her makes an inappropriate

joke, at this moment, the

watercolor tinted orange of her

dress is darkened as rain falls in

through the open windows, the

vibrant cloth recedes into a brown

remnant of a refrigerator circa 1965.

a man, trapped in the dashboard or

otherwise, taunts a honeymoon with the

accompaniment of a harp, she must

seem miserable, sitting there, with

her small hands the only possible

amusement, hands, as ordinary

and boring as teacups or sewer grates.

Tera Rolander

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Third Place Art

Asian Wonder

Jamie Lambert

WoodruffHigh School

Diana Olencki
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Third Place Fiction

Purge

The phenomenon of the Tupperware Party was a passing fad, gone

with the 80 s. At the drop of the 1990 New Year's Ball in Times Square, my
mother was packing away her multi-colored plastic containers along with the

phone number ofthe Teflon lady. "Garage sales, the wave of the future!" She

prophesied, glowing like Nostradamus in the light of our green shag carpet.

Each Saturday, I stood in front of a box of quarters, collecting dollar

bills and giving customers their change. The items were simple excesses of

middle class living at first, but as the weeks went on, I saw my family's treasured

items pass through the ogling group of second hand consumers. Over time,

our house grew more and more sparse.

My father talks of life before the garage sales: luxurious arm chairs,

tapestries, and silverware, all tucked away in drawers, seen only by my family.

The image makes me sensually draw my lips inside my mouth, tasting the

beauty of pawned possessions. A refrigerator once full of gourmet cheeses

and breads was eventually reduced to nothing but an empty pizza box and

some baking soda. The GE refrigerator was sold for a hefty thirty dollars, but

my mother insisted that the buyers haul it away themselves. We had managed

for years to hide the pillows on which we ate our watery dinners, but one

Saturday I saw them atop the plaster methodically scraped from the walls and

sold in the remaining mason jars.

It went like this:

Week 1- Moth-eaten clothes, an unused highchair, splintering toys, an

eyepatch from a pirate costume, unopened box of bandaids, two fake

appendages, an old car battery

Week 2 - Two of our three televisions, my favorite Malibu Barbie, the living

room rug, the dusty piano along with the unplayed ragtime hits of the 20s,

the angel from an untold number of Christmas trees from years before,

Halloween decorations, ice cube trays

Week 3 - Taped episodes of "Gilligan's Island," my father's books (The History

of Philosophy Kaflca, Sartre, Asimov), her fur coat, our entire stock of high
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heels, family albums, baby books, the dead bird in the freezer along with her

uneaten piece ofwedding cake

Week 4 - Rolls of shag carpet, boxes of tampons currently in use, lingerie,

pots, pans, her grandmother's china, the doorknobs, faucets and spigots, the

vacuum dustbags along with the vacuum, water filters, tea pitchers, flea

medications, potted ferns

Week 5 - My gerbils (Hammie and Gina), the taxidermied body of the dog,

electrical wiring (copper was at a premium price), the mattresses, the fiberglass

insulation (pink shards embedded themselves in my body so I itched and

bled for a week afiier I helped un-install it), windows, hole punchers along

with the paper holes

I began to acknowledge the extent ofmy mother's unyielding quest

after we no longer had the shelter of the garage to house our sacred wares.

She had debated whether or not to sell the garage whole or in pieces, ultimately

deciding to break it down and sell it brick by brick, like the Berlin Wall.

The house was finally freed of all its material burdens, standing as a

shameless wooden frame. My mother silently detached the two-by-fours,

and I would awake each morning with a little less house that I went to sleep

with.

When nothing remained but the foundation, my mother borrowed

the sledge hammer ofa neighbor and went to work pounding the hard concrete

free of the earth. She ripped our remaining clothes we had and issued price

tags on the different sizes ofsmashed concrete: A dollar for the bigger pieces,

a penny for the dust.

So we sat naked on the mud and the plants of out two-acre lot,

believing my mother had to be content now, as we had nothing left to sell.

We could do nothing but shudder when she crushed bits of her broken nails

into the grass and offered it to the voyeurs who purchased everything, curious

to see what would be next to go.

Rebecca Smith

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Honorable Mention Art

The Drummer

RobertAndrews

Chesnee High School

Janis Browning
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Honorable Mention Poetry

to Whitman, a question:

Where are you?

Where are you, Walt Whitman

and where have you gone?

we have no sweet singer

here today

—

you with your brassy stiff-legged walk

half-drunk reeling love for masses

singing out loud in the streets of Manhattan

ringing off the concrete-

Where are we, O captain,

what have we become

—

we love to hear a more jaded line

we just want a pocket handmedown

—

but, oh you Walt Whitman!

—

you with your swerving wild eyes and loving lines

open shirt and swagger in the hips—holding a

note of time between you and grass and earth

and tomorrow and bootsoles

and all the glory

—

with blue eyes and surly hands

—

What is it, dear poet

that stills the singing in

us from shouting, that

keeps the muscles from moving,

the eyes from the sky

and our heads

down into our breasts

as we tread your streets

—
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arrests the growing voices

with the permanence and

silence of

groans.

Annah Browning

Chesnee High School

Susan Greenway
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Honorable Mention Art

Underwater School

Bonnie West

Dorman High School

Susanne Gunter
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Honorable Mention Poetry

Reminders

"ACKNOWLEDGE YOUR APPLIANCES!" says the

Post-It note on the fridge.

An oscillating fan shakes its head in the corner,

left to right, left to right, repeat.

Slips of paper have flown from its caged face

onto the yellowing linoleum floor,

"I am turbulent" printed small and misshapen on one,

and "I am enraged" scrawled on another.

The last one, abandoned by the synthetic breeze,

lost amongst dust and debris, simply states,

"I am lonely."

In this house with appliances that have shed

their dayglo leaves from cold metal surfaces:

"MACHINES CAN'T FEEL," I shout.

Anne Persons

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Honorable Mention Fiction

Upright Humor

Stimmung Umore' stepped up on a pallet and ran his hand through

his hair. He had stowed his wizard hat and robes. He paused, looking at the

bar crowd, most of them either drunk or on their way too it, with all haste.

Perhaps the pub the Duke of Morpork was not the best choice for his first

performance, he thought. Throwing caution, and good sense as well, in the

wind he coughed and stuttered out, "May I have your attention?"

Twenty bloodshot, hostile eyes turned towards him. Finally a half-

inebriated voice said, "Yes?"

"Um, I'd like to do some comedy."

"Some what?"

"Comedy, you know, humor. Jokes and stuff."

"Old Ned has been doing that for hours, he had this good one about

a seamstress^ and a priest. .

."

Stimmung blushed, "Yes I heard that one. I don't know what the

guild would have to say about that. But I am going to do my routine in front

ofyou, with humorous observations and such."

"You mean like science data and such? What are you- an alchemist?"

"A wizard actually. And no, I mean comedic observations about

everyday life."

There was a pause, "You mean like casting spells and sleeping till

noon and stuff?"

"No, no, like the common experience. For example, what's the deal

with the river Ankh? You can walk across the bloody thing. The crust is so

thick our naval ships have to have wheels."

Another voice angrily blurted, "That's not funny, you're just stating

the obvious."

"Yea, I could do that. What's up with the thieves? They're always

stealing stufiP."

"What's up with cobblers? They replace your soles and six months

later you can feel the warmth of the horse manure in the streets"

This was not going well; Stimmung began to sweat nervously,

' Stimmung Umore's father was a doctor, and wanting his son to be the same had named him

'Humour' in Klatch and Omnian. Instead of having an intense interest in bleeding people and

generally harming them, Stimmung felt the need to make them laugh.

^ Ankh-Morpork had concurrently the highest concentration of seamstresses and of socks in serious

need of darning per capita.
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"Knock, Knock!"

The clamoring voices stopped. "What's that?"

"Uh, you're supposed to say 'who's there?'"

"Why?"
"Because I just knocked on the door."

"Using spells, eh? But you just told us it's you."

"No, I mean, I'm pretending that I'm knocking at the door, and you

pretend to answer."

The men that patronized the Duke ofMorpork were practical men,

who viewed the theater as disturbingly effeminate and fiction suspiciously

untrue. Twenty bloodshot eyes narrowed and scrutinized Stimmung, and

ten faces adopted an expression saying, "Oh, so it's like that.''

"But a knock doesn't sound like that, it's more of a 'donk donk'

sound," said the drunk who fancied himself clever.

Stimmung sighed; he was quickly arriving at the conclusion that

Morporkians were too logically obtuse for up-right humor. "Please humor
me."

The clever drunk responded, "I thought that was your job." The
rest of the men groaned, and Stimmung felt somehow he was going to be

held responsible for that one.

Desperate to prevent more puns, the first drunk quickly concedes,

"OK, who's there?"

Seizing this statement like a drowning man Stimmung replied,

"Impatient cow."

1 dont get It.

"You've got to say 'Impatient cow who?'"

"Why?"
"Because that allows me to introduce the punch-line."

Henry Hughes, the Duke's fight-starter, jumped to his feet, "OH!
It's a fight you want!" and threw his chair at Stimmung.

Stimmung ducked and ran for the door, and sprinted down the street

and back to the university.

Stimmung was trying to introduce 'upright comedy' to Ankh-
Morpork, but it was not being accepted at all. The problem was that Ankh-

Morporkians were obtusely logical. Their government accepted crime as

inevitable, so instead organized it like any other business and allowed them to

regulate themselves. The futures market also had a futures warehouse, where

pork bellies and oranges were theoretically stored, and when other countries

attacked them, they, being the largest lender on the Disc, tried to call in their

loans to the enemy countries. This worked surprisingly well in the areas of

economics, crime prevention, and foreign affairs, but when you tried to apply

humorous observations to their lives or to introduce a new form of joke not

involving seamstresses and naughty bits, you were met with confusion, and, a

few drinks later, hostility.
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Ridcully hastened down the hall into a door marked "Admissions."

Inside Ponder Stibbons and a team ofgraduate students were sifting through

a pile of letters. Periodically a letter exploded into flames, or occasionally,

chickens.

"Ah, hello Archchancellor! Welcome to Admissions."

"I'm not going to confess anything, Stibbons. I'm here about these

applications."

"Ah, yes, quite thorough I'm sure you'll find."

"What I don't understand. Ponder, is why being the eighth son ofan

eighth son and thus having the ability to perform magic is not enough."

"I just thought this would enable us to gather a more complete picture

of the applicant."

"I see, and exclude people, I presume?"

"Well, yes."

"It does occur to you, ofcourse, that for every 20 students admitted,

1 graduates^?"

"Well, I suppose..."

"And let me see how we are gaining a 'complete picture' ... an essay.

Ponder?"

"Yes, you see..."

"'Why do you feel that you are suited for the University?' - 1 see that

this particular applicant wrote, 'because I'm a bloody wizard, you daft fool.'"

"Yes, sir- upon which time the letter expunged flames and burnt

poor Wilkins."

"Ah-ha, so I suppose his chances are ruined?"

"Not as such, sir. We agreed that this shows initiative and creativity,

so we admitted him."

"Remarkable," Ridcully continued, "I also see that you require

something call the 'BBATs'?"

Ponder brightened, "Yes, sir, The 'Bloody Boring Aptitude Tests.

Students pay 50 pounds each to get up at an ungodly hour, sit in a hot room,

and take a test that tests their reasoning skills."

"Reasoning skills? Ponder, most wizards couldn't reason their way
out of a paper bag^," he grabbed a BBAT off of Ponder's desk, "Math? Ye

gods, the only person with any possible use for sums is the Bursar, and I

seriously doubt he uses them."

"Yes sir, nowadays he mostly uses the Hex computing system."

"And a reading passage? What does that test? Unless the BBAT
contains spells that try to leap out of the page, and the test tries to bite the

^ This attrition was not due to dropouts; when textbooks try to ambush you, and yoiu- philosophy

is to grab the threads of reality and give them a good yank, you tend not survive unless you are a

very adept student.

'' This was not, unfortunately, an exaggeration. The bursar once spent 3 days in a shopping bag

until someone realized he wanted to get out.
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students' hands off, it bears no resemblance to our books."

"Granted sir, but this tries to show how well the students can read

and comprehend."

"Ponder, I wouldn't be at all surprised if the staffcouldn't comprehend
anything longer than a menu. Furthermore, these questions are inane, 'What

is the author's feeling that some people feel about his tone toward the subject?'"

"Sir, I acknowledge how things have been, but I think it's time we
moved on, into the century of the fruit bat."

"Even so, this test is just ridiculous, and in a decidedly unwizardly

way."

There was a rumbling deep within the pile of letters as a noise of

sizzling reached a crescendo and was ended by an anticlimactic "plop." A
dungeon dimension creature appeared, feeding on the magically booby-trapped

letters, grew, and turned to Ponder. Ponder stared in horrid astonishment

and stammered out, "You do not theoretically exist."

The monster paused in face of this novel development. It had been

prepared for many reactions: screaming, fighting, panicking, but never denial

of existence. Existence tends to become nothing more than "theoretical

nonsense" in the face of gnarling teeth and grasping tentacles. Ridcully

smacked the monster soundly with his staff, "Hullo Fred, kindly don't eat

this young fellow, please."

The monster turned towards the Archchancellor, "Sure thing

Ridcully- bit high strung is he?"

"Fraid so, Fred."

"Good day to you then."

"And to you."

The monster disappeared with another disappointing plop and
Ponder said uneasily, "Fred?"

"Yes, fine fellow once you get to know him. He's a Deus Ex Machina
of the Devica Litera Fenome. He appears in high magical environments to

solve conflicts. I suppose that's the end of that then?"

"Yes, I suppose."

"Good, on to other matters. Namely this new upright humor trend

the students are embracing."

"Good, then we agreed. On to more pressing matters, namely this

new trend of 'upright humor,'" said Whiteface the clown. He was sitting in a

room with three other clowns, none ofwhom were in anyway funny. Their

faces said, no, we're not sad clowns, but if you don't pay your dues you're

gonna be sad on the inside and outside.

"None of these 'humorists' has paid dues since the inception of this

little trend. They insist that they are not fools or clowns and thus do not

come under the purveyance of the Fools' Guild," said Bonzo, the Guild's

treasurer.
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"Nonsense, they try to make people laugh, same as us," declared

Whiteface. All the clowns paused and tried to remember anyone who laughed

at them or their colleagues. "I do emphasize 'try.'"

"Nonetheless, we can not allow this to continue," said Bolo the clown,

the rest of the clowns nodding in acclimation.

"So we are agreed? The highest penalty."

"It is simply too dangerous. There was that incident at the Duke of

Morpork, and poor Smith at the dwarf bar."

"Did he call them short?"

"No I believe he made a joke about gold."

Ponder winced, "I see..."

"And then there was Collins at the Alchemist guild. .

."

"His face has finally stopped bubbling.^"

"Thank goodness for small miracles. This must stop or we'll lose

even more students. Now I understand young Mr. Umore has led this

movement and that you encouraged him."

"Well, yes, I was trying to develop our humanities."

"You want a bunch of humanitarians? Are you mad!? You want us

to go around eating people!?"

"No, I mean like the arts. I was hoping to encourage creativity."

"More of this creativity? This too must stop now, but I understand

you no longer have control over young Umore. That you have asked him to

stop, and he continues?"

"Yes, this is true, but I don't think you'll have to worry much more

about this problem much longer. It'll probably work itself out."

"What do you mean, Stibbons!? Work itself out? These are wizard

students we're talking about here, we're lucky they exert the effort to chew."

"Archchancellor, are you familiar with Leonardo de Quirm's theory

of little-stupid-buggers-getting-themselves killed''?"

Ridcully prided himself on the fact that he had never read a book

not trying to eat and younger than 500 years old, "Absolutely not!"

"Well, it states that creatures that tend to do stuff to get themselves

killed, do not, as such, survive. Thus it is that the only the most adapted

survive. Now, young Umore has not paid the Fools' guide fees since he had

started this nonsense, and we all know how they deal with that. .

."

Stimmung Umore walked down the street, humming sofdy under

' Young Collins had tried to integrate magic into his act. When you make a piece of gold

magically appear before people who have spent the past 600 years trying to do just that, they are

not amused.

* Leonardo de Quirm was undoubtedly a genius when it came to physics, botany, biology,

engineering, art, and geometry; he was dreadful at making up names for his discoveries.
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his breath. He heard a creaking overhead and looked up. "Huh, will you

look at that. A piano being lowered." There was a twang, and it suddenly

occurred to Stimmung that poor marks and humor were not his highest

concerns.

KNOCK KNOCK STIMMUNG.
"Who's there?"

DEATH
"Death who?"

I DID NOT KNOWTHERE WAS ANOTHER.

Adam Grijfis

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Honorable Mention Art

Taps

Amber Bishop

Chesnee High School

Janis Browning
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Honorable Mention Poetry

Heaven

As a child,

I spent my time

playing in the creek

behind my house.

I loved the feeling

of mud between my toes

and the chilled water rising

up the legs of oversized jeans.

I was fascinated

by the salamanders and crawdads,

how they lived so freely,

and I captured one of each

to live in a two-liter bottle,

only for a day,

so I could show Mother

what my heaven was like.

I didn't know the temperature would drop

when I left them

to sleep on the deck at night,

but when I found their bodies

frozen in time

and a bottle of ice,

I knew it wasn't heaven.

Heather Peden

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Honorable Mention Poetry

Ashes and Dust

Outside, the dirt is brown,

unclean.

I scatter the dust.

Blame their transgressions!

A putrid white cloud is

rising over the trees

—

clean smoke

dirty fuel.

Blame those ashes' sins!

Across my foot

a belly glides slowly,

like it belongs.

My other heel smashes

its head, filling

its mouth with soil.

Blame the instigator!

Never again will he speak!

My wife is inside,

toiling with her soil,

trying to sprout seed.

Her sorrow multiplies.

Her desire is unto me

—

my decision.

Ashes to ashes, dust to dust.

I wrestle off the merciless

Tree and eat the fruit thereof

Mary Elizabeth Hayes

Daniel High School

Nancy Swanson
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Honorable Mention Art

Untitled

Rogers Brandt

Spartanburg Day School

Nancy Corbin
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Poetry

Fiction

Art

2003
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Complex/Clouds

Hanna-BetsillJones

Spartanburg Day School

Nancy Corbin
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The Story of History

Changing all of life

Forgetting the real past

Losing myself in the moment

Then realizing it will not last.

These words echo through

Through every place in the history

That is when we become

Characters in a story.

Everything without a purpose

Everything without place

We walk around in circles

Because we don't want to erase

The hidden messages

And lessons in the end.

And when we realize what to do

We don't know where to begin.

So in all our dreams

We lose the hope

And we become things

That only know how to cope

With day-in, day-out rituals

And timed schedules

We lose ourselves

We are the characters in a story.

Ashley Gault

WoodruffHigh School

Kim Dionne
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Violinist

Violinist

carefully

picking out

the notes

gracefully sliding

the bow across

the strings

the sweet, melodious

sound

from the prized Stradivarius

lures all listeners in

The slow lullaby

and the fast allegro are

skillfully played by

the master

who has learned so well

to play his chosen

instrument

He receives the

greatest praise

and is admired by

aspiring young artists

who look up at him

with gleaming eyes

He knows in his mind

of the struggles he

went through to learn

but he looks down

with a kind face

and gives them encouragement

that they will do well

and someday

bring forth
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the soft, rich

tone of the

violin

Emily Blankenship

SC Governor's Schoolfor the Arts and Humanities

Susanna Schantz

Untitled

Trey Lipscomb

Broome High School

Dell Prater
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Elegy for

Edie

Sedgwick*

She was the girl in the black tights,

but she knew what it was like to be the one in

the white pair too,

though her eyes were always

naturally mod
with their

unfixed gaze,

deep-set,

and thick brow,

appearing made-up

even in photographs

taken during her privileged childhood,

which expose a tragically

fragile and sophisticated,

yet

undeniably attractive

girl of nine,

the front sections of her

dramatically dark-rooted blonde hair

stylishly side-swept,

and a figure

that opted not to change

its proportions

as it grew to scale.

*Rejecting her position as heiress to substantial New-England wealth, Edith Minturn Sedgwick

moved to New York at age 21 and quickly assumed her role as a central part of the Manhattan art

scene, modeling and starring in Andy Warhol's underground films throughout the mid-sixties.

Her career and celebrity quickly deteriorated following a falling out with Warhol, and excessive

physiological problems and drug use eventually led to her death in 1971 at the age of 28.

Jane Claire Remick

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Civilization and Its Discontents

Anger is Hera's apron

wrapped and tied

by the Furies,

wafting its bitter orange-rind smell

(the anti-pheromone),

rustling cruelly with every step,

its coarse fabric blistering her neck,

soaking in the nectar her pores weep.

What does she bake?

Little envy cakes that taste

like sobbing woman,

like Demeter weeping frost

while Persephone returns on the

back of a horse corpse,

a reluctant Hades in tow.

Should pomegranate seeds really

hold so much stock in fate?

Mankind waxes indignant over the new harvest,

rebelling with bizarre language,

referring to the god's as "Y'all"

because they are creating winter.

As the ancient world of faith continues to dissolve,

Hera grabs the sun's reins

from Helios, whooping and spinning, abolishing night,

Hestia watches in agony, moaning sonatas,

"Chromosome Man" becomes a popular TV. show,

and Maggie hides between pine branches.

"Tomorrow we will cease to believe!"

the congregation shouts,

baptizing themselves with

cool liquor, screaming,

"We must not change to change!"

Hera's apron strangles,

shifting to a pure white, tinted

pink at the far edges.

MaggieJohnston

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Asphalt

I squat warily on the ground,

Holding the fat chalk disgustedly.

I hate how it leaves its presence on my fingers.

I swiftly draw out the letter L

On the radiating asphalt.

I wait while my friend draws an I.

We take turns drawing each letter,

Ending with an F and an E.

I slip off my flip-flops

And carefully place my feet on the hot, black bumps.

Specks ofwhite and metallic gray disappear under my feet

As I trace the outline of them.

The musty green chalk rubs against the back ofmy ankle.

I frown and try to dust it off

I cautiously lift up my feet.

In fear ofwhat may be on the bottom of them.

Deep black soot covers them.

I cringe and manage to swipe off most of it,

Using my other calf as a towel.

I hobble over to my shoes on one foot.

And put my clean foot on my shoe.

I wobble unbalanced like a foal trying to stand up

As I try to clean my other foot.

I walk to the bottom of our chalk message,

And peer proudly at the masterpiece.

Katherine Stehling

Greenville Senior High School

BernardZaidman
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Caged

Linsey Allio

Chesnee High School

Janis Browning
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Ode To a Partially Blind GuyWho Paints

What He Sees

I've never seen paint

so thick before; it spills

from your brush in

fat drops that

smack against the stone

beneath you, but

your eyes never

shift from the water.

I am wary now; your

hand drags across

the width of the easel

and back, and I

wonder ifyou only

look when you are done.

I wish for the manners

to sink into water the

way you do so wholly,

though I'm never sure

if you feign grace

as you conquer

the ponds, or ifyou

are being swallowed.

Years from now

I will return, scrape

my feet across the

stains of fading paint,

and imagine that ifyou

had seen me you

would have smiled.

Theresa Kelley

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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The Last Performance

With the grace of a swan,

She floats across the stage.

The layers of sheer billowing

behind her.

As she takes her stance, she

Feels them watching.

All comes down to this one last dance.

This one simple move.

Denise Ebner

WoodruffHigh School

Frances Mason

The Views of Reflections

Kaylee Walters

Southside High School

Phyllis Grubbs
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Thievery of the Closet

For poetic speech and artistic hands I call upon my muse,

For enlightenment and creativity in these words to infuse.

I call the muse of beautiful words and epic poetry,

I call the muse of lovely sounds. I call on Calliope.

The story I am about to tell takes place in modern times,

I called upon an ancient muse to guide my clumsy rhymes.

A mother and daughter in a most rural land.

Give birth to a catastrophe spawning a story grand.

The maiden had a dream before, and nearly had a fit.

She dreamed her favorite top was gone. She woke and forgot it.

Now the daughter is in her room, trying on her brilliant clothes.

All in ivory, raven, purple, and blue, and a lovely shade of rose.

She glanced in her mirror to view herself, and her pretty face.

Her favorite raiment she could not find, for it is not in it's place.

Her glorious preening and her lovely face could not make up for the fact.

That the one thing that would make perfection is the thing she lacked.

She panicked then for soon a lad would take her for a date.

She had to find her favorite top before it became too late.

Then Mya saw her mother so dear walking past the door.

She was wearing Mya's lovely top, she screamed to know "what for."

Her mother stopped and grinned at her, "A work party" she replied.

"Give it back" fair Mya shouted, "I need it now" she cried.

A fancy sprite named Levican with fairy wings of gold.

Sprinkled dust on the mother's head, making her heart turn cold.

"Soon a boy will pick me up." Mya said to her aloud.

Her mother's face soured up a bit, "no way" her mother growled.

Mya was shocked and angry now, her mother was angry too.

Mya screamed at the top of her lungs, "I need it more than you!"

Her mother gasped and held her chest and yelled out to her child.
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"I need it too." Her mother said. "I look nice." Then she smiled.

A car drove up in the driveway now. Mya's date was there.

Mya panicked reaching for her shirt, but grabbed her mother's hair.

A fight spawned fi-om this accident, and Mya's shirt was torn.

Mya squealed in agony, she scowled. Then began to mourn.

"My date is here." Mya cried. "I have no top now, mom."

"Neither do I." Her mother said. "Why aren't we being calm?"

"We have more shirts." Her mother said. "This one is not special at all."

"You and I can get two more just like it ifwe swing by the mall."

So, Mya slipped on a shirt of blue, her mother a shirt of red.

"But it is special," Mya smiled, "We can laugh on it now." she said.

"Now of all the shirts I have ever owned, this shirt is not the same."

"This one is a funny story now, it will go down in fame."

So, her mother left for her party date, and dear Mya did the same.

Elizabeth Thompson

Blacksburg High School

Pamela Hughes
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Jacob's Ladder

Suspended In time, the stairway rises.

The soft whines of settHng wood remind me

of a fathers footsteps creeping upstairs

after he cUmbed the ladder

of intoxication, each shot a rung

leading to a heaven

now void of his presence

Along the wall jeer jagged holes

where the screws holding the railing were wrenched free,

and upon the floor: a shattered bar

of the finest Brazilian mahogany wood.

These steps

sing the psalms

of a fallen God

Madison McClendon

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Untitled

Sara Thrasher

Spartanburg High School

Nancy Harrison
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Alone with My Mom

We spend the night,

Lying in bed,

Watching what is

On the TV.

Talking about.

All kinds of things;

School, boys, and friends,

She even shares things about her life.

Even though her problems

T^re more complicated than mine,

I sit there and listen.

And try to imagine myself in her position.

We lie there for hours.

Until its time for bed.

She tucks me in.

And kisses me goodnight.

Britni Cox

WoodruffHigh School

Frances Mason
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The Drinking Porch

The old Saluda drinking porch

Splinters up under shoes of red clay

And eyes bear wishes of infinity

Among horizon breakers

In Appalachia.

There's enough cricket music

To slow dance

And red wine drenched spirits are

Solidifying around a fire pit.

LafiEy Taffy toothed grins

Spill sugar into the barbeque-smoked wind.

Cherokee crafted dream catchers

Knock against electrified mosquito traps

Under a green tin roof,

That ding pings with falling Sycamore stickers.

All the while, time elucidates to transparency

And the only clock is set not by hands

But by constellations.

Anne Aimers

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Soft Facial Study

Ann Blumer

Spartanburg Day School

Nancy Corbin
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To Myself

You fit me
like my mother's wedding dress,

petite around my frame,

plastering my skin to

the outline ofmy bones-

like my dad's shoes,

gritty with grease

that burns my toes

when they slide freely

in the muggy leather space.

Yes, you are mismatched,

with a pale face and deep eyes,

skipping from one day to the next,

leaving me behind the shadow,

or waiting to catch up.

Callie Plaxco

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Untitled

Charles Lathan

Spartanburg High School

John Dennis

Playing for Shadows

Father

on a rickety chair

son on his knee

large hands

over

small ones

tenderly guiding

plucking out

a tune

playing for the shadows

in the bare, wooden

room

Emily Blankenship

SC Governor's Schoolfor the Arts and Humanities

Susanna Schantz
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A Middle-Aged BipolarWoman

Does the Laundry

When I enter,

My mother is sobbing,

Seated atop a throne

Of sweatshirts and blue jeans and socks.

I recognize our routine.

Folding my arms,

I ask the question I have asked most

In my life,

Each time a little more unyielding.

"What is wrong now, mother?"

She looks through the cracks her fingers have provided.

Then jerks my tie-dyed T-shirt up from the pile

And grasps it in her pale hands.

"Lights? Darks? Where does this belon^S'

I blink because I do not know the answer.

And hot tears from years

Of irritation and antipathy and frustration

Spring forth because

I'm not supposed to know.

MargaretMason Tate

Greenville Senior High School

BernardZaidman
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NeU

Charles Lathan

Spartanburg High School

John Dennis
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Existentialist Breakdown

woe is the dreary maze

the maze in the garden

surrounded by thick walls of brilliant red

blooming roses and snapdragons

My mother took me there once when I was ignorant

Somehow it stained my thoughts as a most beautiful secluded place

I once took my friend by the hand

but he hated roses and feared the dragons

Those dragons

purple and blue as the sea at midnight

when sharks roam the earth

and stars scale the skies like pieces of a puzzle thrown to the wind

I often find myself alone

deserted in this hermetic maze of the garden

As the years have passed

so too have the rose walls and dragons that snap in the howling wind

withering with age and loss of innocence

their life escaping like the breath of a dying old maid

reaching the maze's end in the garden

only to find no cheese

and no light.

Melissa Revels

Landrum High School

Michelle Dover
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WaUs

A Wall

Standing strong yet clear as the gleam in a maiden's eye

Built with the bricks of tears and fears and the mortar of distrust

Built by the callous and battle-scarred hands of emotion

Cloistered not only by choice but also by need

Sheltered only by control

Yet still all alone

Merely watching the world from

behind a screen

behind the mask of a smile

behind the distorted lens of a telescope

The sparkle that once danced in the eyes is now gone

Trapped in the dank and dreary dungeon

Leaving the eyes

hollow and famished

There are times when the determined few attempt to bombard

Yet these impenetrable walls do not falter

Sounds mimicking the Roman legions

Echoing through this inner world

There are times when everyone has been repelled

The silence is so heavy it weighs down all it touches.

No one can live inside the walls forever

Their hunger becomes all consuming

Starvation is inevitable

What will become of the day the mask falls off?

The day the wall comes tumbling down?

Will that day ever come?

Will I let it?

Jennifer Gluck

Greenville Senior High Academy

BernardZaidman
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Charles in Church

Your booming voice

shakes confetti glass windows.

I dare not meet your gaze

when so many followers

drink your words like holy water,

confident I do the same.

But this Darwinian man

I dream of

evolves from the fittest,

surviving on instinct

without prayer.

You approach me,

your white robe billowing behind

anticipating my praise.

I shift my eyes to your polished shoes,

reminding myself that I am a

wife of the church

with my neutral tights riding up

and my high hells clamped

to my torn feet.

Amanda Hart

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Sugar and Spice, and Everything Nice

Burn the ribbons, burn the lace

Do not underestimate because of my race

We were the shadows, the watchers of man

But watch out world the coming's at hand

The world is clay, I mold as I will

I climb from the trenches as I toil and till

Devalued because of beautifril wrapping

but oh. . . you will see. . . can you hear my tapping?

The world is clay, We will mold as We will.

tap, tap... tap

Mary K. Allen

Greenville Senior High School

BernardZaidman

Untitled

In the name of her majesty

Queen Victoria of Great Britain and Ireland,

Empress of India,

Seize these offensive artifacts

Which the Empire deems

Inappropriate for the adornment

Of public buildings.

Ripped from he mortar of the temple,

Shiva's austere face

Is hidden in a crate.

Left to crack and wear away

In the darkness of a memory

Faded by tea and guns.

Tobias Myers

Daniel High School

Nancy Swanson
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Untitled

Courtney Reed

Spartanburg High School

Nancy Harrison
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Cotton Salsa

Experienced a zesty morsel that left you breathless

and thirsting ftjr a drink?

Yet after that brisk refteshment. .

.

Flavors that changed ever so slightly but made an impression.

Forever associating them with something else

The spicy portions, sweet, bitter

Exciting!

Exciting?

Or

The bland and pacifying tastes acceptable to so many.

Calm actions, polite reactions

Serenities of a baby blanket Sheep, Angels, Flowers

Society cries "Security"

In reference to the blanket?

The intricately woven materials

Tainted or rescued with the unexpected

Spices?

Katherine Kohout

Daniel High School

Nancy Swanson
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Transmissions From a Lonely Rooftop

All is quiet, my tired eyes.

I have crawled precariously onto my rooftop to compromise.

Are you in the stars? Oh, out there, in the far, a shooting star.

Does this mean you are there—why be so rare?

I do believe I've failed you, but don't let me be ignored.

For I would hate for me to think you are some forgotten lore.

I live in a state of first dates and mixed tapes.

A time when I find if I will be bound for greatness or found drowned in

mediocrity.

And all I receive from you is hope.

To cope with hope! How terribly awful.

Hope is a germ when not affirmed it only festers into something dreadful.

You want me to repent?

I frequently repent only to attempt to prevent fijrther torment!

A child of yours, a friend of mine tells me not to worry,

But my mind was infested with a flurry, which is now a manifest blizzard,

ofmy worries.

If so, how much longer can I remain selfless, calm, and civilized.

I can't even muster a smile, and for that there can be no compromise.

A trial, and to have all of this pain and disdain be in vain.

That only makes me veer from you when all I want is to adhere.

At least relinquish the divine Novocain.

I didn't rest when fighting the battle ofwho could careless.

Just let me eat the Lotus, and end this mess!

I need only one moment of Zen,

But I'm forced to sing again and again, "Whatever and ever, amen."

Russell Hawkins

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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Untitled

There I saw him, standing at the corner,

His rough, grimy hands gripping a cardboard sign that read:

"STRANDED. HUNGRY. PLEASE HELP GOD BLESS."

His jeans were ragged,

Torn at the knees.

Engrained with dirt and grass stains.

His denim shirt was loose and wrinkled.

And a mangy baseball cap matted his filthy hair against his forehead.

His weak, tired eyes were pleading.

Begging the passing cars for help.

Just a little food.

That's all he wanted.

And as we passed him by, I watched.

Studied him from behind that glass that separated my world from his.

The window that had,

Until now.

Sheltered me from that reality.

For but a moment, my eyes locked with his

And traveled deep into his life.

Stumbling through years of suffering and pain.

Blinking, I almost understand.

Almost shattered the glass in front of me,

But our car kept moving.

And I was hungry.

Joy Dunlap

Daniel High School

Nancy Swanson
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Self Portrait

Travis Sims

Spartanburg High School

John Dennis
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Dear Marianne

Their faces lit up as they heard the rifle sound,

I didn't know you could kill your brothers and feel so proud.

I wasn't really hungry,

I only wanted to stay alive.

Blood stained grass-

Smoke fading through the night.

Enlisted as a boy,

A way I became a man.

Marching in the rain,

Laughing with my newfound friends.

Worn out boots, sore knees, and a pouch of chew.

Been missing home more and more.

Always thinking of you.

So Dear Marianne,

I just wanted to say hello.

Give greetings to the family for me

Because I don't know if I'll get home.

I can't wait to get fulfilled on your fried chicken

and Collard greens.

And we can laugh on the porch—

In beautiful peace.

IfGod tells us there's a heaven

I must've died and gone to hell.

Battle cries tear incessantly inside my mind.

Yesterday I got bit by the bullet,

they had to cut it out with a knife-

But when they told me my best friend had died

The whiskey flask that they gave me was dry.

So Dear Marianne,

I'm writing to say hello.

Say a little prayer for me
Cause I don't know if I'll make it home.
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I'll try to remember the sparkle in your eyes,

And stare at your radiance,

until my eyes go blind.

Judson McKinney

Daniel High School

Nancy Swanson

Tired

Rachel Foster

Broome High School

Dell Prater
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Tea Time

Brunch is for the golden

And tea is full of rumors,

Brimming with politicians in the cup.

Sugar and honey are for the ladies

And salt is for the wounds -

Sweetness can be so bitter

When planted on the two-faced.

The royal wave their fans in boredom

As the poor break their backs with work

But no one seems to notice

Since there is no time for the less fortunate.

Power is derived from the cruel

It's what makes the teapot go around.

Crystal Mullinax

Blacksburg High School

Pamela Hughes
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Untitled

Giants, man's strength

Crumbling, dripping stones that drench

The street. Gray and Green.

The buildings lean inwards

Choking the sky

And the rain falls

Two figures, stooped

Pulled themselves from the aftermath of

The battle. Ash and dust

The tangled mass of human flesh

Covers the ground.

The figures look

Not seeing each other as they

Stare. Walking,

Bridging a gap they created.

They stand eye to eye. Judging

On principles shattered.

Together they walk under a gray sky

Speech falls short of the unspoken

Between them.

Collapsing walls of memory pull

In these fateful days.

And the rain falls.

A war-torn country. These two must walk.

Foreign, yet
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No longer so different

their battle has been waged at heart

When in the shadows slumps a figure

The darkness of the alley opens to convey

A human form.

In turn they call to it but no answer

Comes.

War is death. The toll climbs.

In turn they fire.

Towards the alley they trudge.

Casually to themselves.

There is an ash-covered body.

Red covers the gray.

One stoops. Grief.

The body of a little girl lies

Crumpled in the street.

In her eyes there is no life

In her hands a paper rose.

In turn, they fire.

And the rain falls.

Ryan Collins

Landrum High School

Michelle Dover
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Animal Cruelty

What if the knight on the white horse

Had lived in our time. Would

He still go after the fiery dragon?

Are the girls worth the risk, because someone

Had to survey his chances. Las Vegas had a

Running bet on him. Average odds were 1

In 4 million. No guy would do that. He
Would just say that he would call the princess later

And go see the girl from work, with the nice legs.

What if the Three Little Bears and Goldilocks

Lived with us. For one, we know that Goldilocks

Was actually a brunette at birth. Also, Goldilocks would

Be busted for breaking and entering, but the

Bears would be shot, then stuffed and put

In the brave young ranger's office.

Can't have wild bears on the loose.

Someone might get hurt and sue us.

What a story it would be. Swords would

Be outlawed, because we can't be

Raising brutes for children, heaven forbid

They get hurt. The witch would be sued

By Hansel and Gretel's mother because

Her house made them too fat. Humpty
Dumpty would be encased in a giant

Bubble. Rapunzel would kill someone

And then plead that she was insane.

Because she was a neglected child.

Jack and Jill would Just install plumbing

And sit inside and watch TV, since they

Might get hurt going up that hill.

Seth Sanders

Daniel High School

Nancy Swanson
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Good Night

The glacier shy.

Drips fiill of sulfur flare.

Stars prance on the armor

White with their cold breaths.

Tears soaked deep in their beards,

Night kisses their lips,

For the champion raises

His sword to the riches of Light.

Lonesome eyes plunge

Deep in the warrior Knight,

Shout your battle cry,

Dreaming of night's rest.

War beset their souls

To the Glaive!

The dewy tides of grass

Run rampant beneath.

The cool sunlight.

Prayers go unanswered

As the wives cry,

For the grave.

RussellJennings

WoodruffHigh School

Frances Mason
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The Mortician

Hearing the ding of the rusty

Ringfor Assistance bell

I proceed to the front desk.

On the opposite side of the counter

Stands an anxious woman and a uniform

Who gravely explains, "She's here to identify the John Doe."

My dominant hand makes a gesture

And the woman, in an appropriate

Black business suit, follows me to the morgue.

With a glance at the thick registrar

The location of the corpse is revealed.

I grasp the cold handle, and locker #34 rolls open.

As the woman lets loose a bombardment of tears and sobs

She confirms the body's once mysterious identity.

While I stretch the rubber band and remove the toe tag, which reads:

John Doe, found on east Coffee Street

Dead on Arrival at 9:56AM., May 8, 2002

Autopsy reported lethal traces ofpoison.

The officer escorts the mourner back to the black and white

And with a dap of black ink I scratch out John Doe

And write in, above the bold-faced type, Indi Cupid Merin.

I reattach the newfound identification to the abnormally pink body

And with a sustained part of the lips and a short sigh

I return to last nights egg salad on sourdough.

Ben Baker

Daniel High School

Nancy Swanson
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the comer

9/12/02

oh abba how my heart flows out

the lifeblood ofmy heart

falls to the ground

quickly

heavily

violendy

my soul my hope my very being

slips down from my dust

falls to the floor

every once of life

I have in me flows out

but to claim it

how i wish to claim

my own heart

my own soul

my own being

i cannot

every drop of blood

in my corpse is

a traitor to me

every part ofmy being

belongs to another master

not me
not my god

the world owns me
with her evil grips

she throws me around

dashing my head against the stones

raping me of everything

i hold dear
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oh how my heart aches

burns with suffering

my own

my peoples

my gods

suffering

my body withers under the pain

as i sit rocking

in the corner

of the cold stale bathroom

alone and naked.

Hannah Dykes

SC Governor's Schoolfor the Arts and Humanities

Susanna Schantz

#671

Ashley Gibson

Chesnee High School

Janis Browning
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Night Wandering

I fall

Limp and exhausted

Reddened from the walk

Skin stretched

Over veins pulsing

Hysteria comes with morning

The gate to shallow hope opens

I crave warm skin

Like the dark winds

Crave midnight cover

Waiting for a rich tomorrow

While covered in dirt

Their blood like sugar water

Flowing through the streets

Halley Warble

WoodruffHigh School

Kim Dionne

The Negro Slave

Sad, sorry, lazy.

Yeah, that's what they said to me.

But I still keep on climbing- searching for the light.

Been climbing since I was born; yet still my soul is torn.

Torn up, whipped, slapped, punched, beat, and criticized.

But like Mya Angelou, still I rise. I rise for my people.

And my ancestors in the grave.

Efrain Sullivan

WoodruffHigh School

Frances Mason
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alternative seamstress

she is a girl who dreams

in star that dreams in

cloth that dreams in

ribbon-like

wounds.

"your tiring misery," a

human being insinuates.

"dream a pond, dream

of paper dresses, dream in

anything but monotony"

our girl hides her anger

until the click of the door

is a reassurance.

a headache - dream a headache

she is worse than you ever knew-

let her be sad if it answers

the questions of the grey.

tired, self-beaten, alone she

hides in the blanket of music

produced by someone else's

bleeding fingernails.

tonight she dreams in a

red-colored breeze:

rough-edged stars on her skin,

skipping every other spot of flesh,

the cloth blown off by a

swipe of paper, quick enough

for a paper cut.

she sweeps in a dress of bricks.

Tera Rolander

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Epidermal Divinity

My birthmark is God's

thumbprint, branding me divine

and beautiful. It is the devil's

impression on me-- my tendency

to disobey and to mock.

my mother's frustrated attempt

to rub my face clear of stray dirt and pureed carrots;

it is my father's lingering tickle.

It is my great aunt Tallulah's

salmon-colored lipstick imprint, her thin kiss

remaining on my cheek long after her departure.

It is the smear of soot

from Father Long's fingertips,

remnant of my first Ash Wednesday.

MargaretMason Tate

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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The Ring

Mary Anderson

Broome High School

Louis Story
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The Arising

The very birth that gives me Hfe

Serves as nothing but a bitter end

For ashes to ashes and dust to dust,

It ends, and seems not to begin

My very Hfe, only a breath;

An idle one it seems,

I accept the common, content with the norm.

Even at the sight ofyour body, connected, to the beams

I laugh, I cry, which do you think

You are seeing,

the world's indifference is abhorrent;

Selflessness, a deficiency of every being

Limitation has been, my plague, ever since

I emerged from the womb,

A slave to physicality;

Now your body wrapped, and placed in a tomb

Time, who I once counted ally

Has abandoned me in this war,

Leaving me flailing, straggling, dying;

I can't catch up, my condition, too poor.

They say a light is shining, somewhere.

To me it is still dark

Who is this that appears to me now?

It is you. On your wrists, on your feet, a mark.

To discover my purpose

I must first conquer fear.

My heart aches and burns.

Within my blood, ferments a tear
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A tear for myself, two for this world,

I no longer fear the end.

For now I look up into your eyes, and someday

I will join you, but now, you ascend

Chase Dority

Greenville Senior High Academy

BernardZaidman

Nails

When you look at a nail

So grey and round

Isolated on the ground

Its purpose is not clear

But put up against a board

that needs connecting

And that nail is then the key

Alone it is useless

But together it is essential

The wonders of a nail

Amanda Gurganus

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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Tea Pot

Jessica Isenhower

Spartanburg High School

Nancy Harrison
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Patterns: Neurotic

"Three cinnamon raisin bagels,

three separate plastic bags, please.'

Things are looking good;

same fatigued lady

letting out a three second sigh

behind the counter,

and the sky still blue.

Beautiful really, not a

single cloud to hinder.

"That'll be $2.18 again Carl."

Don't let the quarter

burn a hole in your pocket,

don't touch her skin.

Who knows where

her hands have been lately-

moldy tiles I bet.

Seven cents in the tip jar

and seven steps to the entrance

a nod of the head

and I'm out the door on the right.

Sidewalk closed?

Change. . .wait I've

still got both my pockets,

worrying about the hole

I'm chewing in my tongue.

I can make it across

before the cement swallows me,

then seven steps to the bus stop

and I'm healed.

Anne Hasuly

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Return to Innocence

Do you remember not too long ago

Hide and seek, and stop and go?

Red light, green light, 1, 2, 3

Mother may I, and my little playmate?

I often wondered where Miss Mary Mack's cows went

And where is Miss Lucy's steamboat?

What did ftizzy wuzzy really do to lose his hair?

Bring me back to there

To my innocence

Where are my double loop barrettes?

I wish to wear my pigtails a final time.

My imaginary friends are stopping by

I suppose they wish to say hi

Or maybe just have tea

Do you remember them?

Before they left and moved away?

I had Jake, Eddie and Tracy, the Ghostbusters.

Who were yours?

I seem to have misplaced my jump rope

And my colored chalk. .

.

My hopscotch board has faded

And I lost all my double Dutch opponents

So faded away

Others changed with the times.

Mommy, where do babies come from?

And what are drugs?

Why is there no answer?

Did you limp up the street after crashing your bike?

Hey, wait, I can't find Barbie's wedding dress

Do you have it? Ken is waiting.

I don't have to worry about the dark

My jar of fireflies light my way to the steps

My neighbor will protect me
And what was that paper towel roll really?

My magic wand!

I found it after all this time!
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Do you remember what that cardboard box was?

It was my secret clubhouse for lamb chop and me.

While the moth butterflies sail overhead I reach outside for my apron

Or was it really my gown.

My loyal subjects of animals

Told me it was my princess attire.

I use to count potatoes and wonder why

the people on the Chicago train #9 never got the money back.

I miss it all,

my innocence

Molly France

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell

Talking to the Knees

Corey Messer

Dorman High School

David Benson
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Different

There I sit in the class

Alone, see my future, present, and past

I know this scene all too well

The token little black girl over there

The looks are the same

I approach it like a game

Their eyes want to know if the stereotype is true

Knowing I represent ALL Blacks by what I do

How I speak and act

Seeing in their eyes, do I know where my father is at

Staring at me as if I am from space

Can they see that I am more scared of them, is it in my face?

me the little piece of pepper, in a sea of salt

Have I done something to be this lonely, is it all my fault

Alone, alone I am
Different I feel to be a smart Black woman

Phylicia Barno

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Instantaneous Revolution

On the contrary to belief

Time does not fly nor

Simply pass; it is thrown away.

Tables of days and weeks

Rolled over, and eventually useless.

Hands spin wildly, and exist no more.

Still in or minds and hearts

The former future became

That incessant period ofwhich

Not even one-billionth of a second

Could accurately define; for as

Soon as the future happens.

It is instantaneously revolutionized

And becomes the past.

How inconvenient that we are

Allotted nothing but which lies

Between past and future to live

Our lives. And if it is immeasurable,

This time between, the days, weeks,

Months, and years can only be

A collection of events that have

Happened or are waiting to emerge

From the depths of memory

—

Ever insisting we have not yet lived.

Aaron Yarbrough

Daniel High School

Nancy Swanson
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The Shaping ofMy Mind

Examining my mind,

I noticed all the wrinkles

Experience had placed there,

Skin pleated over more pleats.

I decided that my mind
Should be smooth and rounded.

So I started kneading it.

Like stubborn clay

Between my fingers.

In the process,

A few rips appeared

That couldn't be

Easily welded back together.

The flame only created black spots.

As form a cigarette.

When I finished,

I looked at my masterpiece,

A perfect sphere

—

Or it would he perfect if only

It could still fit

Inside my skull.

Crystal Barbare

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Self Portrait

Michael McCallister

Spartanburg High School

John Dennis
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Solo

The tension rises

Like mercury in a glass thermometer

Edging ever closer to the top. .

.

Threatening to break

Will my dreams spill upon the floor like shattered glass?

Or, will I rise to the occasion.

As if lifted by a gust ofwind,

Overcoming the nervousness that speeds my heart

And makes my fingers ftimble?

My moment approaches-

I inhale deeply, preparing, breathing in the moment...

(ok, I can do this. . .)

One last breath to steady my nerves. .

.

(here we go...)

Sara Powell

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Write a Poem

Write a poem about poetry

About glistening green fire

About a thread and needle

Or the things that you aspire

The reds and the blues

The blacks and the whites

Basketballs and differences

Days and knights

Write a limerick of love

A haiku of hate

Maybe a blank verse of beauty

Or a diamante of a drake

However you do it

The style of your ethics

Remember poetic poetry

Is a poet's best poetics

Stephen Brown II

James E Byrnes High School

Jo Lynn Allen
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for us young

why are we
so always saying

we are not good

enough?

look us

we are such pretty

young small things

so beautiful in

this strange growth long

supple limbs

tender and sweet lips

(we kiss and

hold

and run

screaming wild

forever

on/

this day such

a good day)

why

do we say we

do not wish for it to

come?

such funny green

little

wide children

we are../)

you and me
you and i

i we

know

—

we the stargazers

and gate-raisers

songsingers with the

drumbeat hearts

and silver tongues
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we know

(me i you

us

—

there is Something here

beautiful and

It is

beating

in

our

very souls

—

(( we are together

singing lovely

love

—

open palms

fresh miracles

and

all.

[so young and

small and

bright

today. .

.

Annah Browning

Chesnee High School

Susan Greenway
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Loner

Fly by me
Soar under me
Swim above me

Just don't touch me
I am a loner

No one to turn to

Dangerous and scarred

Running on adrenaline

And hope. .

.

Josh Fain

Landrum High School

Michelle Dover

Salty

Fully aware of her powers,

she knows just the way to shimmy those hips

and flick that glance,

a glance I could never copy.

I hate her for it.

I hate myself for it.

All I allow myself is my quirky charm,

my goofy smile,

and my humble opinions.

I am like a sea net

drifting, waiting for a man

to be caught in the strong webbed rope

ofmy truest self.

Sarah Malay

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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It Was Only a Dream

Matt Garros

Dorman High School

Susanne Gunter
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Scented Candle

I light the candle

and I dream ofwhat could be.

I blow it out

and something dies inside of me.

The ambiance of the room engulfs my soul

the aroma of a dazzling scent swallows

me whole.

I dream.

I wish.

I sit in silence and sense the soothing silhouette of stillness.

Dream of greener grasses,

and bluer skies,

Imagine the deepness in their eyes,

But still I concentrate not twitching

even a bit.

There I sit,

and sit,

and sit.

I crave the flame.

I do not want to put it out

not now,

not ever,

but a sudden gust breezes over

and my flame is gone.

Sunshine Cobb

Riverside High School

Carolyn Ramey
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An Ode to My Cranberry Juice

cranberry stains radiate

across my mouth

extending my lips

into another day

where I miscrossed t s

and fought with Mr. Apple-Bottom-

the neighborhood troll from

below the mattress.

And dad tucked me in, Covers

All the way to my cranberry mouth.

Crimson red splotches jot my face...

a bloody nose, a marker stain,

strawberry pie, popsicle smush...

mismatched socks still haunt the

white-whispered cat on the bookshelf

but nothing battles stronger

than a mouth dipped in cranberry.

Kirsten Coleman

Southside High School

Phyllis Grubbs
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New School

Beth Hill

Dorman High School

Susan West
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Waiting for an Epiphany

Seconds turn to minutes as another regret is added to the hst.

Thoughts of doubt quell the regret that will rise again

Waiting for an epiphany.

Questioning thoughts take over, analyzing only in my favor

Waiting for an epiphany.

Fleck of skin

Flash of smile

Sparkle of eye

All compounding into a question of sincerity

A question of caring

A question of love

A question ofwhen

Waiting for an epiphany

If seconds turn to minutes can years turn to decades?

Waiting for an epiphany.

Not ofmy own

Lee Ingraham

Landrum High School

Michelle Dover
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Locked Doors

She was six and fifteen and sixty,

And kept her door locked,

As if Pain could be,

Shut out.

A different girl

A separated teenager

Like all the others.

Thrashed with rejection

Broken hearts

Spinning, dizzying herself

To the next thing

Then the next thing

And another

While He watched so closely.

Raining in the mud
While she wept in the dark

Like black paint smeared all over her bedroom.

Her world was crippled in the dark.

Circling from corner to corner

Each one with a raised hammer

Waiting to shatter her some more.

She absorbed open-mindedness and lies...

Sought knowledge with energy.

In constant search ofTruth,

In front ofwords that couldn't break her

She hid behind books

Behind locked doors.

Lauren Poole

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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The Anorexic Dolls

The anorexic dolls

look me straight in the eye

the devil-haired monsters with bones,

clattering like wind-chimes.

Skin flaking down the blistering body-

ribs, collarbones

forever getting larger and larger

each jewel of an eye leaking through the lids

of a princess.

To be an anorexic dolly

to be the Perfect One ~

would be sort of ironic

as I am The Mistake.

The scarlet lips that surround her mouth

haven't touched food in days

the dimming of her eyes tell

the signs that the damn doll is getting

smaller and smaller each day!

What a lovely paper doll,

set on fire by the fat girls, your neck

with it's bones poking out like arms reaching

below a rubbery surface

your little brain, each cell being starved til the last drop

your anorexic brain like a timebomb

but no matter ~

you are only a doll.

And the paper is as flammable

as the food you haven't seen in weeks.

Gale Thompson

Southside High School

Phyllis Grubbs
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Self Portrait

Jon Knox Griffin

Spartanburg Day School

Nancy Corbin
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"We Are Metaphors"

Would you still know how to talk

If I took away your metaphors?

Would you blabber on in idioms instead ~

Or be silenced by my cruel, cruel hands?

For years I stumbled over your metaphors,

Kicking the clusters of countless words,

Only to slide down the mountain

Like liquor down a warm throat.

But I am just a poem —

Not a slogan,

And I make sense.

Stepping through your broken words

Tripping over the useless phrases

Each capillary tightens as if to stop me
-but they don't.

Maybe I'm supposed to be the one

Who backs up, and slowly ponders

And analyzes each parallel web of clues

But oh no. I am just a poem ~

A slow, dense piece of lyric.

A poem - not a slogan.

And I make sense.

Gale Thompson

Southside High School

Phyllis Grubbs
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The Waterfall

Refreshing water spills overhead.

Down below the water crushes.

Might waters shower the ledge.

The waters are filled with peace and joy.

Would you experience the waters?

Would you dive in the showers?

Or would you stand and watch,

Afraid of the first step, the jump.

Pammy Sewell

WoodruffHigh School

Frances Mason

Under the Sea
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Vertebrae

His back is so thin and birdlike,

I am afraid he is made of glass.

I run my narrow hands over his ribs,

and he sighs.

I trace his shoulder blades,

reading tendons and nerves,

the weight on his spine,

his numerous unsung constellations

and litde scars.

I trace through the stories of other

terrified, skinny people

who read these words

and flew away.

Anne Persons

Fine Arts Center

Clarie Bateman
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Shut

9/13/02

i do not see the stars

that remind me of a love

lost

forgotten

given as in a cruel game

only to be taken

i do not see the stars

the moon the sky

we looked longingly down at

from our celestial love

i do not see the rain fall

the same rain that bathed

our two bodies

the only rain i can see

is the rain ofmy tears

i do not see the bodies

nothing reminds me
ofmy lovers body

his kiss is a distant memory

the taste of pure ecstacy

it is as if it has never

touched my lips

his eyes that told me
everything if i would

only ask

his arms his hands

anyones arms hands

i do not see the bodies

i do not see the secrets

of the world
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i do not see the

silent secretive

beautiful actions

of a woman unadultured

i do not see those things

that remind me of us

the secret hours we spent

the secret kisses

secret conversations

when you touched my hand

i do not see the secrets

others keep

but then i open my
eyes.

Hannah Dykes

SC Governor's Schoolfor the Arts and Humanities

Susanna Schantz

Untitled

Susan Wines

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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Stuck in a Moment

An uncomfortable silence settles

and she stares at her paper.

Pale eyes question,

but she avoids them,

pretends she's lost in thought

and something else not so easily read.

Between cutting and taping

ragged breath comes easier.

Fear floats on a whisper of courage,

giving her the strength to glance up

and lose herself in the fairytale beyond his eyes.

Holly Laney

Daniel High School

Nancy Swanson

The Irony of Sex

Nine months 'til the birth

Thirty seconds for the man
Eighteen years for her

Patrick Sansbury

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Wheels Steel Turning

If I were a bike,

I'd gear you up to go for

Long rides on desolate paths,

Ridden only by those adventurous

Souls with nerves of steel.

I'd shock you

With my smooth ride

And precise handling,

Enduring any challenge

You confront me with.

I'd brake the peaceful silence

Of the forest with every

Turn of the tires

Crushing crisp,

Freshly fallen autumn leaves.

If only I were a bike,

I'd chainge your

World into one

Mountainous

Trail.

Charles Lathan

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Brothers

;--"^
.-

Renell Rawley

Broome High School

Louis Story
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Fire under the moonlight

We rarely get to do this:

Sit at the fire,

And howl at the moon

Walk on a thin layer of ice

If only for a summer night

While we sit smoky eyed,

The fire goes to our brain

We talk, and sit and laugh

Of things, thought, thunk, and pondered

But rarely ever howled

Not howled at the moon at least

Because ofwhat the moon might say

But now our brains clouded with smoke

From the fire we built

That was built by those after

And will be built by those afi:er

Causes us to howl

With a distinct but similar tone

Patrick Schwedler

Daniel High School

Nancy Swanson
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More Than a Heartbeat

God must have put you there,

A ghtch in my timehne.

Amidst appointment and deadline

I tripped and fell,

Landing on a thorniness.

Saw a sparkle, felt a sizzle,

And looked for my invader.

It was you that I tripped over.

I skipped more than a heartbeat,

I passed over epochs and ages,

A thousand moments and memories

To run into your open arms.

Whitney Cochran

WoodruffHigh School

Frances Mason
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Scratches

Mat Alexander

WoodruffHigh School

Diana Olencki
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Untitled

a prayer at dusk

i close my eyes; and

i swear

i still feel your heart beat; your

whispered words and the

kiss on my forehead (as you turned

out the light)

i close my eyes; and

i fear

the flare of false dawn; being

left between the stars and the

sheets pulled up (in vain attempts to

hold back the collapsing night)

i close my eyes; and

i feel

the raindrops turn to glass;

crystal tears from above and

i wait

for the sunrise (made of chrome and the

fire of the

day)

Evan Snider

Daniel High School

Nancy Swanson
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Song of Experience

I look at you now,

Studying the creases in your face

And flecks of light in your eyes

—

Once so familiar,

Now skewed and foreign.

And you look at me.

From somewhere past

The vastness between us,

With that fiinny little expression

Which I once thought had meaning.

My imagination

Likes to diagnose these brief glances.

These moments which are all that remain

Of laughter and milkshakes.

So long gone.

Silence is the only thing

In life between us.

Bitter, disinterested, hard silence.

And as our eyes are locked

I wonder ifyou ever really

Saw me at all.

Bennett Stulting

Greenville Senior High School

BernardZaidman
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TiU

10/7/02

one:

how come you got inside

inside of me
inside my head

i take a step and think ofyou

i look around at the world and think ofyou

you have gotten down
into the roots ofmy very existence

all i want is you

all i need is you

two:

god is great and merciful

he give me all i need

he gave me you

wont he please let me keep you

i want to keep you forever

ill death do us part

and then an eternity after

three:

you complete me
you give me back pieces

ofmy soul

that i never knew i was missing

put me back together like only you can

tell me that you need me to complete you

just look into my eyes

with your passionate water-fire pools of love
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four:

live each moment for god

for yourself

for me

five:

only to you do i open my heart

you see parts ofme that I've hidden aw^ay

take my heart my body

they are yours

take good care of them

i trust you

i vv^ant to give you all that i have

give me your everything

six:

just the two of us

w^e are all we need

give me the entirety of

your beautiful soul heart body

you have mine

we will be satisfied

satiated in this world

until we can go meet

the maker of out world

our relationship

our Love.

Hannah Dykes

SC Governor's Schoolfor the Arts and Humanities

Susanna Schantz
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Fourteen

Riding bitch in the backseat of an 83' RX7
with faded paint and bucket seats

chain-smoking Marlboro hghts

inhaling by chance

every fifth or sixth puff

and reading more into the hand on her thigh

than simple lack of space.

Heather Peden

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman

Red Hot
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Dorman High School
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Day

The sun is rising.

Luminous on lovers

With their legs intertwined.

The sun is peaking.

Searing back alleys

Where cockroaches scuttle for cover,

And the smell of sour beer rises like mist.

The sun is setting.

Glowing on children

Who play in dusky light

With cheeks rosy from exhaustion.

The sun has gone.

Clare Scott

Daniel High School

Nancy Swanson
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E.H.

So far has my heart traveled

Through the endless journey of youth.

My thoughts conclude, through observations,

And aid me in finding truth.

Truth not as strong as finding one's religion

Nor is the truth to right from wrong,

But it is a truth to my own conscious mind

That I've known for a time so long.

This creature appears angelic, as if floating as she walks.

Her eyes gleam gently with a hint of innocence.

Noting that mischief is rarely her talk.

The woman's hair flows smoothly.

Gold and rich like the afternoon sun.

One glance at her heart-warming smile.

Will bring one to think that life had just begun.

Her soothing voice is sweeter than a ripe peach dipped in honey.

Attempting to duplicate this girl couldn't take time or money.

As I tarry here describing this beautiful creature

I thank Heavenly Father for creating these wonderful creatures.

Features embodied in this woman of simplicity,

A woman, an angel, known as Emilee.

Vannara Sun

Landrum High School

Michelle Dover
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Compass

Beth Woodward

Southside High School

Phyllis Grubbs
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New Palettes of a Changing Life

Here I am once again

writing about you,

the one I have begun to mold

myself after

Close as blended colors on a palette

I thought my green shadow was calming

your frazzled thoughts and 'live for the moment' motto.

While your red silhouette was charging

my reserved persona and 'look to the future' motto.

Naively, I thought we were at the same place

Some how you kept going on your journey

And I, I was left in baseness

Still assuming I would be able to tell

if something ever changed

Well is how you hid your new orange color

I wore those tose colored glasses

until

they fell off, and I woke up

Finding myself alone on the path

Frantically trying to figure out what steps

had to be taken to find you.

In the process I encountered new awfiil emotions

Betrayal in a new yellow hue

Green and red are only complementary colors.

While with red and yellow

everything changes.

Rogers Brandt

SpartanburgDay School

Ned Barrett
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Packin'

Linsay Allio

Chesnee High School

Janis Browning
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EDO

This is not about a leaf of grass,

Nor any other herbaceous thing.

This is not about flocking birds

Their migrations and the songs they sing.

This is not about fiirry creatures

That scamper through the brush.

This is not about carnivorous beasts,

And the prey after which they rush.

This is not about a personal vendetta,

Nor an escaped pet that never came back.

This is not about reality as I see it,

Nor hovi^ many people I've had in the sack.

This is not about our planet.

Nor the solar system in which it flies.

This is not about the universe we inhabit.

Nor is it about our hectic lives.

This is an ode to the void

In which we must subsist;

For without the ever-present nothing.

None of our somethings can exist.

Daniel Hutchins

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Untitled

g«Kj«^©yi*'ss<v v^>iS;<<

Leidy Espinal

Spartanburg High School

John Dennis
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Changes

The two great trees sway in the breeze;

Supponed by the imperishable fire in the sky.

The red apples bloom with impossible ease,

And green, oh so green leaves never lie.

The innocent and growth of spring

Turns to the blazing golden green of summer,

And all of the song birds sing;

Even when tired they become hummers

In the midst of the great trees;

With never a winter to be seen.

Many suns rise and many moons falls

And the apples with their bright red are the biggest of all.

Yet very quickly the apples grow too big.

And the now dark red apples fall to the animals that dig.

Fall creeps up suddenly and then winter,

And the great trees apart they splinter.

The vivid green leaves once so bright

Now turn dark and to stay they fight.

Small now seem the once mighty trees with no sound

As the last, darkened leaf kisses the ground.

Wade Speer

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Ham.es
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Nature

One day I went a-walking

Just nature, my dog, and I.

My dog was constantly barking

So I let her go and gazed deeply in thought at the sky.

They sky was a blend of blues and blue-grays

All swirled together like grandma's whipped cream -

Clouds of all shades of gray, going all different ways

Just like a storm cloud lover's best dream

The playful chilled fingers of the nor-easterner wind

Tossed and toyed with my thick curly tresses;

The musky scent of grass stirred up in the din

Wafted to my nose in soft gentle caresses.

Hadassah Falby

Blacksburg High School

Pamela M. Hughes
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Expectations

She's a crab with an

Orange belly swelling

Hanging on to a chicken neck

In a crab trap.

In a crowd of her kind she is omnipresent

Like a Buddha-

Belly rubbed for good luck.

She's an oeuvre

The point of her existence.

An oil painting

Capturing the natural light.

She's "expecting," what?

Something else?

Anne Aimers

Spartanburg High School

Bill Pell
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Sculpture

Grace Loflin

Wade Hampton High School

Patricia Crandall
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WHATWAS

The hour chimes; dark,

Morning; a bird chirps?

Outside my window.

No. Only my deluded mind.

Spring was once

Blossoming; full of life.

The golden rays

The peaceful breeze

Of lazy summer.

Now, an endless winter

A barren, artificial land

Blank, meaningless, lifeless.

Springs will be again.

Only in dreams.

Nhan Nguyen

Southside High School

Phyllis Grubbs
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Perception

Blue eyes

Search the blue sky,

Scan the blue ocean,

Watch the blue dolphin.

Green eyes

Inspect the green grass.

Glance at the green insects,

Examine the green trees.

Brown eyes

Survey the brown soil,

Spot a place for a brown seed,

Watch over the new brown fruit.

Gray eyes

See all,

Feel all.

Tell all-

And smile at the gray rain clouds that will bring refreshment

and life to all the blue, green, and brown.

Kellen Azzara

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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Butterfly

Dear butterfly, with your entrancing wings

You're so fragile, such a dehcate thing

I want to hold you forever in my palm

To focus on you, where everything is calm

To look upon that which makes life beautiful

And I can rest in peace, silent and tranquil

But I cannot keep you forever, the magic would die

I cannot keep you forever, because you need to fly

Victoria Barrett

Riverside High School

Mrs. Armstrong

Untitled

Samantha Freudenthal

Spartanburg High School

Nancy Harrison
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Silence Dawned

Silence dawned, stony still

a bone bare wind did blow

Boredom sits, the days they fill

with problems that you'll never know

Spineless trees forever sway

dead leaves will always fall

Alone they sit through endless days

listening to the black crow's call

Translucent lights creep behind

locked inside themselves

Latching on to mindless brains

muffling morning's early bells

Through these webs that time has shed

a blank, white moon stares down

A world engulfed by crimson red

trapped by religion's crown

Christina Mitchell

SC Governor's Schoolfor the Arts and Humanities

Susanna Schantz
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When the Flakes Fall and the Children Play

Flat, gray clouds that slide across the sun

Hang low in the sky, full of promise.

Crisp air fills your nostrils, and you wait.

It's dusk, but who would know?

The sun is gone, the world is gray.

The magic is waiting to happen.

Bit by bit the sky will fall,

Until even the gray is gone

And shades of white are all that remain.

No pup ever played or sparred,

Dared or dodged, ran and romped

7\s a child in a newborn land.

Here is the time travel.

The forgotten fountain.

The secret we all seek.

Here is the magic.

Wilson Peden

Greenville Senior High School

BernardZaidman
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Rosy Skies are Always Sought

Is there any sense of gone

lingering in here still?

A grave, gray shadow song

OfWinters fleeting will.

But wait—^Winter, it is not

It should be pink and warm

Rosy skies are always sought

In Autumn's false alarm.

Christina Mitchell

SC Governor's Schoolfor the Arts and Humanities

Susanna Schantz

The Empty Voyageur

Jessica Dennis

Southside High School

Phyllis Grubbs
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Pet Shop

I enter on Saturday mornings,

Greeted by the early smell of backroom dust,

Dander, and macaw droppings.

I am unable to get the odor of pine chips

Out ofmy nose and twenty-eight-inch-long hair

As I try to avoid the customers who approach me.

Demanding I meet their animal needs,

Curb their loneliness and their depression.

Sometimes they keep the car running

While the youngest child runs in from the rain

With the creature belly-up (in an old shoe box)

Who drew blood from the grimy fingertips when petted,

And tasted grass and sky each nocturnal day

While it slept sullenly beneath newsprint bedding.

Rebecca Smith

Fine Arts Center

Claire Bateman
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Self Portrait

Leland Wood

Spartanburg High School

John Dennis
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The Bonfire

Bundles of orange and gold

Dancing complicated steps,

Intricate movements transforming

Logs to ashes, twigs to ashes.

The motion attracts an audience,

Mesmerized by the heat, the radiance.

The wintry wind slinks away,

Defeated by the light.

The flames slow into a

Leisurely, but steady rhythm

Coupled together and

Dancing cheek to cheek.

The dance ends

As flames turn to embers,

Still illuminating the dark night

And shimmering with the stars.

Mara Betsch

Greenville Senior High Academy

BernardZaidman
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Without Wings or Gills

If going back to sleep were an option,

I would re-cover myselfwith the mucous layer

and crawl back inside

to await another arrival

into a possibly different world.

Though I am nowhere near large enough

to defend myself,

since fangs and incisors

only peek through my gums,

I gaze ahead,

placing four claws on the ground,

to make my way

into the jungle.

Aaron Jarvis

Fine Arts Center

Clarie Bateman
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What Do You Do When You Are Left Behind?

I still can't close my eyes without seeing his face:

Pale and lifeless, eyes lost in space.

He was a translucent, waxen skeleton; just a shell he appeared.

The intense fear that welled with in me was all that kept me from

drowning on my own tears.

When his mother screamed I covered my ears.

His father shook with emotion as he said, "Son, don't leave me here!"

Sitting at the foot of their dead child's bed I couldn't begin to fathom their

loss-

All I knew was God had flipped a coin and unmistakably Matt had loss the

toss.

In a room surrounded with people I couldn't have felt more alone.

All I wanted was my mama; I wanted to go home.

My sister held my hand as she sobbed and I tried to gasp in air.

How did this happen? Did Matt really die with me right there?

I can still hear his mother's wails in my ear.

I still cry at night though it's been almost a year.

I can still hear the pastor saying, "Let's say a word of prayer."

I can still see myself dazed, not grasping what had just happened there.

Matthew Dean Simmons was only a freshman in high school-

He had so much to conquer, to see, to do!

Everyone tells me, "It'll be alright. He's with the Father now, and he gave a

good fight."

I try to console myselfwith the thought of guardian angels, but it just

doesn't feel right.

I honestly try my hardest to believe.

But couldn't God have found one more ace up his sleeve?

What I can't comprehend is why Matt had to die-

No one can give me an answer, I can only continue to ask "Why?"

I was merely fifteen and it happened right before my eyes:

I watched another human life die.
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I do not like to talk of this; it always makes me cry.

My friends try to console me but they don't know what it's like to see a

young man die.

Adults tell me not to worry; that this will help me grow.

They don't understand that I can't forget; I guess they'll never know
How it all replays in my mind again, and again.

The scene is like a broken record; a horrible play that just won't end.

In life there are no extra innings, no overtime.

When the game was over Matt went to Heaven, but what about us left

behind?

Mandy Manoski

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames

Storm City

Kristen Fike

Dorman High School

David Benson
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Slide

Lacy Lynch

Dorman High School

Susanne Gunter
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sibling rivalry

her body remains still

in her own bed, tucked firmly

in her faded and fi-ayed pink quilt.

the oversized white t-shirt

she sleeps in had been lifted

to the crease where her tummy

meets her pelvic area.

she didn't consider recovering herself

her mind said to stay still,

she obeyed.

she obeyed before too.

when her older brother

came in from his date

and crawled into her bed to

relieve the tensions

from his evening out.

leaving her alone,

to wash the sheets

he soiled the night before.

Sarah Camille Hi^s

Daniel High School

Nancy Swanson
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Untitled

Hate

It is in the mundane things we feel it

From birth to daycare

A child misses its mother.

Wanting anything good and nothing bad.

Like a spoiled queen

Seeing things you want rid of,

Habits and chores

Then,

You see opposing forces

Attitudes, color, crimes, groups

Cliques, races

Trespasses against you

Held in your heart forever,

the grudge of color

In America forever

Then,

It gets serious

You are alone and dangerous

The grudge blew up

Your trigger was tripped

The uncontrollable anger and hatred.

Hate crime

Growing and churning

Sprouting legs, and arms.

Then,

It strangles you and takes over

You are a rampant monster

Ending your tears and hate

To everyone and everything you ever hated

Then you are alone again

Sorrow flows through your body like
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A freshly shot bullet

Remorse and regret are your cancer

It is now, not the people or the things you hate

But yourself

Lonely and pathetic

Losing your feet in the undertow of death

The water is the grudge the people have and prevents you for screaming for

help.

You drown in a pool of sorrow and tears

And before you can stop it

You are gone...

Steven Bryant

Broome High School

Mrs. Manasas
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Half-Painted House

A house amongst the rest

Yet isolated and pecuHar

And notice how it was left

Only half painted.

The color of the paint

A shade ofwhite

Resembling that of a human's skin

With many blemishes and spots scattered.

Those two windows

Brownish, as if alive

Glaring—no rather staring

Into empty space.

The color of the roof

Notice it's deep dark blackness

Yet it all gives

An attractive appearance.

Oh, but the door of the house

The only way in or out

Is deep blue, like the ocean

Except for a minute translucent space.

Through it I gaze and wonder

And much like the outside

It is left half ftirnished

With many colors and lighting.

I stand at the door and knock

But come to conclude

From my unacceptance

No body is home.

Brad Vanderford

Boiling Springs High School

Kay Hames
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Untitled

Tinisha Swindler

Spartanburg High School

John Dennis
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Waiting Three Months

I. Between the Lines

I open this box just found

A treasure held within it

The memories the feehngs the emotions

Packed away in this box

I open it with great ease

Finding hundreds upon hundreds of letters

I will never have enough time to read them

all

I think of the time put into each

The tears the emotions the heart

I try not to forget this was someone's life

Someone's soul I try to remember

They cared so much for me
And I let it slip away I unseal this box with

great ease

Yet I somehow break all the meaning behind

it

Unable to not step on anyone's toes

All the time wasted all the tears lost in these

stupid letters

There stupid poems and stupid tapes

They will never be held with great joy

They will never be seen for what they're

worth

Because I have lived too long in the dark.

Unable to see the light. See the meaning.

I try to open this box with great ease.

Try not to step on anyone's toes

But I am too shallow and narrow-minded

To get through all the letters

I am too stupid too shallow to realize

I don't deserve them or your love

II. Dreaming ofYou

Small this rivers flow down my face

White soft clouds wipes them away

I imagine turning into a bird
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Flying to the sunlit sky

The orange glow captures me

A dream turned cold and dark

I see your face and I smile

You turn and walk away

Holding the hand of another

Lying on the green of the grass

The warmth of your body leaves

Chills flow among me

Like ice running down my back

Come back to me
Come back for the first time

Listen to my words as if

It was a beautiful song being sung

Speak to me with a fire

Let the fire blaze and warm me

A dream staying cold and dark

You fly away without a sound

Letting my tears drown my spirit

I want you I love you I dream ofyou

III. Too Late

You fill me warm

Dunk me in cold water

All the good

Replaced with all the bad

You said you loved me
And took it back

You fill me warm

Dunk me in cold water

You let go ofmy hand

I drift:ed away

I swim fiiriously

Try to get back into your arms

The tides sweep me away

I scream for you to come back

Tears roll down my face

I begin to panic

Falling to my knees

You fill me warm

Dunk me in cold water
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My heart becomes empty

Rocking back and forth

Back and forth back and forth

Murmuring but I loved him

But I love him

But it doesn't matter

You fill me warm

Dunk me in cold water

Catherine Cellela

Landrum High School

Michelle Dover

Self Portrait

Jonas Tolentino

Wade Hampton High School

Patricia Crandall
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